
 
MEDTECH BILLING SERVICES 

POSITION DESCRIPTION 
 

POSITION TITLE: Medical Billing Specialist 
 
DEFINITION OF POSITION:   
Responsible for the processing and effectiveness of the daily billing for the client(s) assigned. Works closely with 
management to assure the client is receiving the best billing services possible.  Works under the supervision of the team 
manager and/or Administration. 
POSITION FUNCTIONS:   
 
Billing Record Assembly 

1. Systematically and accurately sorts reports prepared by the hospital according to procedure. 
2. Utilize hospital systems 
Data Entry 

1. Accurately enters the appropriate data in a timely manner into billing system. 
2. Establishes good, clear reading skills to minimize typing errors. 
3. Stays focused on data entry while being interrupted by telephone calls. 
Class and Inskey 

1. Correctly determines and assigns class and insurance according to information provided by the patient at time of 
hospital registration.  Verifies that information matches the insurance card (if card is provided). 

2. Calls on auto accident insurance or workers compensation. Verifies in upload. 
3. HMOs, medical groups, and IPAs for eligibility; makes appropriate calls to AEVS when applicable – or check 

eligibility on line. 
Payment Entry 

1. Reviews each explanation of benefits (E.O.B.) using EOB codes for possible rebilling, secondary billing pending, or 
medical group informing other team members.  Follows up with patient if insurance needs additional information, i.e., 
accident details, and other insurance. 

2. Posts cash payments quickly and effectively with minimal or no errors. 
3. Totals and accounts for each payment received verifying totals match with computer totals. 
4. Bills patient appropriately according to contracts/EOBs and uses appropriate message on patient’s statement.   
5. Fills out correct bank deposit according to the total checks applied.   
6. Payment closer accurately applies daily deposits to boards  
7. Keeps medical coding specialist up to date on payments for levels, procedures, and diagnoses. 
8. Provides supporting documentation for any new account. 
 
Insurance Return Mail 

1. Checks the hospital system for updated addresses or other accounts. Calls patient.  
POSITION QUALIFICATIONS 
Required Skills and Abilities:   
     Type 50 WPM 
     10-Key by touch 
     Computer literature 
      Understands medical terminology 
      Organizational skills 
      Ability to handle multiple tasks 
      Ability to create professional letters/documents 
      Good communication skills 
        Neat and meticulous 

To Apply: Email Miriam Talamantes at Miriam@MedTechcorp.net 

 



          


